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more than half of those in public
housing were illiterate. Almost all of
the interviewees were able to live
independently, although a majority
had to take regular medication.
The interviewees had taken an
average of 1.32 trips over the
past year and 3.35 trips over the
past three years. However, those
in private housing were what the
researchers described as “more
active travellers” and had taken an
average of 4.09 trips over the past
three years, compared with 1.65
by those in public housing. The
two groups also differed in terms
of destination, with those living in
public housing taking “more local
trips than their private housing
counterparts” and the latter taking
more trips outside Hong Kong.
There was no difference in the
number of interviewees who said
that the purpose of their trips was
to visit family or friends, but those
in private housing were more likely
to travel for fun, to go shopping
and sightseeing, and to travel for
religious reasons. This group was
also more likely to travel with their
families, to take longer holidays
that were often part of a transport
and hotel package, and tended to
spend more money on their travel.

Constraints and
Solutions
The researchers noted that although
the interviewees experienced few
significant constraints on travel
overall, travel constraints were
much more important in explaining
the travel behaviour of those in
public housing. Among this group,
the main issue preventing travel
was that it was just not a part of
their lifestyle or that of their friends
and family. In contrast, travel
was a “habit and lifestyle” among
the family and friends of those in
private housing.
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The researchers thus propose a
number of important ways in which
tourism industry stakeholders
could promote the travel habit
among the elderly who live in
Hong Kong’s public housing. For
instance, travel exhibitions could
be organised in the community to
promote the benefits of travel and
entice these people to join tours
with their friends and families.
Attendees, could, the researchers
suggest, receive other benefits as
well, such as discounted prices on
travel packages.
Social activities could also be
provided before, during and after
trips to help elderly residents living
in public housing find suitable
travel companions. Although travel
agents do organise local tours, the
researchers note that the “meeting
places are inconvenient for the
elderly with health or mobility
concerns”, so offering a pick-up
service would be helpful. Tour
providers should further consider
comprehensively reviewing their
offerings with input from elderly
people “to determine if the current
tour products satisfy their particular
needs”. Providing low-cost travel
services to neighbouring cities
in the Pearl River Delta such as
Guangzhou, Macao and Foshan
might also encourage these
residents to take trips further afield.

step, the researchers urge, will be
to “gain a holistic understanding of
travel in later life”.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Hong Kong’s population is ageing
and many elderly people suffer from
depression.
• Understanding the needs of different
groups of elderly people is an
important first step in improving
their well-being.
• Elderly residents of public and
private housing encounter different
constraints on travel.
• New measures are needed to
encourage travel among the elderly
living in Hong Kong’s public housing.
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Room Attribute Preferences Vital to
Hotel Profit Maximisation
Hotel managers need to
understand the value that
customers place on particular
room features and charge for them
accordingly, argue the SHTM’s
Dr Lorenzo Masiero and his coresearchers in a recently published
study. Having conducted a statedchoice experiment in a Hong Kong
hotel, the researchers reveal that
customers are willing to pay much
more than currently charged for
features such as a harbour view,
but place relatively little value
on other features such as free
cancellation. Hotels would benefit
from segmenting their markets
to reflect these discrepancies,
the researchers suggest, with the
ultimate aim of maximising profits.

Customer Focus
Needed

Improving Quality
of Life

Hoteliers are constantly faced with
the problem of determining how
much more customers might be
willing to pay for certain room
features, such as being on a higher
floor or having a sea view. They
can do so through experience or
trial and error, the researchers
note, but that does not necessarily
match customers’ valuations.

Given the prevalence of depression
and suicide among the elderly
in Hong Kong, the researchers
offer an important first step in
recognising the efficacy of leisure
services provided to this vulnerable
group. As participating in leisure
activities has long been considered
an effective way of improving
life satisfaction, removing travel
constraints from the elderly who
feel them most is an important task
for tourism stakeholders. The next

Most customers consider certain
attributes, such as “larger room
space, free services, a quieter room,
etc.” as desirable, but knowing
just how desirable they are for
individual customers is critical. The
researchers argue that customers
decide how much they are willing
to pay for rooms based on “their
own unique needs and desires” and
only make purchases if they believe
the value of a room “matches or
exceeds” the price charged.

Understanding the real value that
customers place on particular
room features and services will,
according to the researchers, allow
hotel managers to set appropriate
rate fences and thus maximise
revenue and profit. Hence, they
set out to measure the perceived
marginal utilities of various room
attributes in a luxury hotel located
in downtown Hong Kong. By
offering customers the choice of
rooms on different floors, with
different views and with access
to different services, they aimed
to calculate how much customers
valued each attribute and the
contribution of those valuations to
their overall choice of room.

Choice of Seven
Attributes
The 262-room hotel had facilities
such as a harbour view swimming
pool, a spa, a health club, three
restaurants, a ballroom and
conference rooms. Through
discussion with the hotel’s
managers, the researchers drew
up a list of seven room attributes
that customers would be able to
choose in different combinations.
The first attribute was price, with
five levels from HK$1,600 to
HK$3,200 per night. The other
attributes included a choice
between a city and a harbour
view, three choices of floor (10th,
18th or 26th floor) free minibar
with or without wine and beer,
the use of a smartphone with free
calls and data, and refundable or
non-refundable cancellation. The
seventh attribute was access to
the hotel’s club, located on the top
floor and offering free breakfast,

evening cocktails, exclusive checkin/out facilities and business
facilities.
In face-to-face interviews,
customers were asked to pick
between two hypothetical rooms
with various combinations of the
seven attributes. For example,
Room A offered a city view room
on the 10th floor, with access the
hotel club, a free minibar with
alcohol, no smartphone and free
cancellation for $HK1,600. Room
B offered a harbour view room on
the 26th floor, access to the club, a
free minibar with alcohol and free
smartphone, but no cancellation,
for $HK2,400. As well as making
the six choices, the guests provided
information about themselves and
their current stay.

Customer
Characteristics
Of the 808 hotel guests interviewed
over three months, the majority
were on leisure trips and stayed
for two nights. The largest group
of individual guests was from the
UK, followed by Australia and the
United States. For their current stay
in the hotel, more than half of the
guests chose a harbour view and
just less than a third chose a room
with access to the club. The guests
were well satisfied with their stays,
giving the hotel an average rating
of 4.4 out of 5 for overall quality.
The guests paid HK$2,434 per
room on average and spent around
HK$500 per person each day
on hotel facilities, although that
amount varied widely. Almost twothirds of the guests had already
visited Hong Kong at least once,
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reflecting what the researchers
describe as the “strategic
positioning of Hong Kong as a
transport and tourism hub in the
Asia-Pacific region”.

Willingness to Pay
Established
Seeking to understand the guests’
choices among the hypothetical
room alternatives, the researchers
found that the most influential
room attribute was a harbour
view, with guests willing to pay an
additional HK$771 per room per
night compared with a room with a
city view. As this was considerably
higher than the current premium
of $400, the researchers suggest
that the hotel, and by implication
any similar hotel, could maximise
revenue by charging much higher
prices for these rooms. They
calculate that charging an additional
HK$371 on top of the current rate
would increase the hotel’s annual
profit by HK$7.95 million.
Access to the hotel club was the
next most highly valued attribute,
for which customers were willing
to pay an additional HK$437 per
night. This, however, was far less
that the extra $980 for a room
with club access that the hotel was
charging, although that figure is
not directly comparable because
it includes facilities that were not
included in the hypothetical rooms.
Nevertheless, it seems that the
hotel may be have over-estimated
the value of access to its club and
the researchers argue that it could
consider reducing the price tag,
especially when it needs to fill
rooms.
Similarly, the guests did not
seem to value the option of
refundable cancellation as highly
as the hotel itself, which charged
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$960 compared with customers’
average valuation of HK$122. This
difference could explain why less
than a quarter of the customers
interviewed had chosen this option
for their current booking.
The customers also indicated
that they were willing to pay an
additional HK$220 for a room
located 10 floors higher, HK$226
for a mini-bar with alcohol and
HK$160 for the free use of a
smartphone. Although the hotel did
not differentiate prices by floor and
all guests had the same minibar
and smartphone access, these
values should be indicative of what
the hotel and establishments like it
could charge for such attributes.

Market Segment
Differences
The researchers also considered
whether customers’ choices varied
depending on if they were business
or leisure tourists, and on whether
this was their first trip to Hong
Kong.
The business travellers interviewed
were less price sensitive and willing
to pay 25% more on average
than the leisure travellers. Greater
differences were found between
first-time and repeat travellers. In
particular, first-time visitors were
willing to pay 73% more than
repeat travellers for a mini-bar with
alcohol. The researchers observe
that given the relatively low price
of alcohol in Hong Kong, guests
“may discover the low value” of
beer and wine once they become
more familiar with the destination.
To capitalise on the preferences of
first-time customers, they suggest,
hotels could offer special deals on
features that they value highly such
as wine and beer in the minibar
and access to the club.

Maximising Sales
and Revenue
Ultimately, the researchers provide
hotels with practical guidance on
how guests really value the facilities
they are offered. By adjusting
their prices upwards according to
the facilities that are valued more
highly – such as a harbour view
and a room on a higher floor –
and adjusting them downwards for
facilities that are valued less highly
– such as free cancellation – hotels
should be able to offer deals that
better match guests’ expectations.
This would, the researchers
conclude, “effectively stimulate
room sales”.

Developing
Transformative
Leaders
in China
Dr Jihong Ge (middle) with Professor
Kaye Chon (right) and Dr Qu Xiao

POINTS TO NOTE
• Hotels currently set room prices
according to their own valuations of
room attributes.
• Guests would pay more for some
attributes than hotels currently charge.
• Different market segments also place
different values on certain attributes.
• Hotels can use revenue management
practices to maximise revenue and
profit.
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A key feature of the SHTM’s
postgraduate programmes in
mainland China is that they move
well beyond management training.
The Master of Science in Hotel and
Tourism Management (MSc in HTM)
and Doctor of Hotel and Tourism
Management (D.HTM) delivered in
conjunction with Zhejiang University
in Hangzhou, are cutting edge
programmes designed to develop
leaders who push forward the
hospitality and tourism industry
in the world’s fastest developing
market.
The MSc in HTM, aimed at hotel
and tourism practitioners, balances
knowledge acquisition and practical
experience. It employs an intensive
block teaching approach to facilitate
the part-time studies of busy senior
executives. Mr Ralph Wang, General
Manager of OCT International Hotel
Management, graduated from the
programme in 2016, with what he
described as enriched knowledge
and widened horizons. Just as
importantly, he said, “the SHTM
planted the seed of lifelong learning
in our hearts”.

Mr Mark Wu, who graduated in
2014, is General Manager of the
Xinhe Consultancy Company for
Hotel Management and Investment
and owner’s representative and
Deputy General Manager of the
Ritz Carlton Shenzhen. He reflected
that the programme “helped me
to move beyond management
practice” and systematically acquire
knowledge related to hotels and
tourism. Yet he said his study had
not come to an end: “the SHTM has
taught me to be precise in research,
pragmatic in work and prepared for
challenges”.
The D.HTM, catering to the
learning needs of senior industry
executives, senior staff in tourism
organisations and academics,
emphasises innovation, creativity
and developing research skills
within the unique Asian context.
Also offered in part-time mode, it
excels at developing students who
think and act beyond the ordinary.

path. The programme helped him
to think “more deeply about the
integration of tourism with film and
TV” and he applied his new outlook
in planning and hosting the Leisure
and Vacation Conference of China,
“which was highly acclaimed in the
industry” and by media outlets.
Focused now on driving the
development of cultural tourism
related to film and television,
Dr Ge exemplifies the tenacity
of graduates from our mainland
programmes. The School is already
seeing their innovative efforts play
out across China’s hospitality and
tourism industry. H

D.HTM graduate Dr Jihong
Ge, CEO of the Zhejiang Branch
of Phoenix Satellite Television
Holdings, certainly chose an unusual
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